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  Walking under the approval of forest, listen to thousands of note, observing vooc species of
Ha Tinh, or can be immersed in the stream cool, In ... 

Fountain Mooc (local language called MoC) is located in the administrative services of the
National Park Phong Nha - Ke Bang, under local Phuc Trach commune, Bo Trach district,
Quang Binh Province. 

This area is about 30ha wide, surrounded by limestone mountains standing up, in the middle of
the valley. Water here is very special, as in green color Bich and emergence from the mountain
foot of the river running Running. This is one of the very nature of unique and interesting. 

The upper source is a lake with many large 90m2 phiến stone with the beautiful flowers still
below the high-dispersed tree. The source is lower waterfall, beach reef environment cool
climate makes default scenery aquatic wonders, like the first. 

2008, found a potential tourism in this region, the Management Board of National Park Phong
Nha - Ke Bang the Center for Cultural Tourism - Ecology in collaboration with GTZ project
survey of German investment service travel. With a capital investment period of only 1 contract
nearly 1,000,000,000, as 1.500m ecological trail through the forest, beach restaurants and
some wood to overcome streams, now infrastructure in tourist this relatively complete, can
welcome 1,000 visitors a day. 

This is ecotourism first in Quang Binh is built with the aim of combining tourism with
environmental education. Not where visitors can also just walk under the approval of forest, just
listen to thousands of note, observing vooc species of Ha Tinh, or can be immersed in the
stream cool, In ... 

Only in the first 6 months of 2009, there have been 1768 visitors to, stay in nursing destinations
this. Poetic beauty, scenery painting corporeity waterways, fresh air which makes for well Mooc
has, is and will actually become a rest, relax attractive to tourists near the remote to Quang
Binh. 
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